Equipment design is frequently recognized as a key component in the success of GMP biologics manufacturing, but is not always implemented with full appreciation of the processing implications. In the case of mammalian cell culture, there are some recognized issues and risks that develop when transitioning to a large scale of operation. The developing demand for cell culture production capacity in the biopharmaceutical industry has led to a progressive increase in the scale of operation in the last decade. This review will provide a high level summary of the documented process difficulties unique to serum-free large scale (LS) cell culture, analyze the engineering constraints typical of these processes, and suggest some practical equipment design considerations to enhance the productivity, reliability and operability of such systems under GMP manufacturing conditions. A systems approach will be used to establish a good LS bioreactor design practice, providing a discussion on gas distribution, agitation, vessel design, SIP/ CIP and control issues.
Introduction
scale bioreactor to produce a production scale yield. However, the price for this productivity bonus is the The success of biopharmaceutical manufacturers in acceptance of greater risk associated with a more filling parenteral drug pipelines has fueled speculation complex process. As very few biopharmaceutical that the world's cell culture production capacity will manufacturers have been able to justify the imbe insufficient for the growing demand for monoplementation of perfusion technology for large scale clonal antibody and recombinant protein production GMP production, the scope of this paper will be in coming years. This has stimulated an increased limited to LS stirred tank bioreactors that are operated interest in large-scale (.10,000 liter) production techin batch and fed-batch modes. niques. The conventional approach to large scale Several alternative technologies show promise, biologics production is through a stirred tank bionotably transgenic plants and animals, but a transreactor. Several biopharmaceutical manufacturers genic production facility has yet to be licensed by a have invested in LS stirred-tank cell culture manufacregulatory agency for the production of human theraturing capability by implementing production biopeutics. As these processes are still in their pioneering reactors at 10,000 to 20,000 liter scale (Glaser 2000) .
stage of development, the approach represents signifiPerfusion technology is available to support comcant risk in terms of uncertainties regarding the time mercial production without a large equipment scale required for process development and regulatory hurup. A variety of cell retention devices have been dles. In addition, it remains to be proven that the developed for use in stirred perfusion bioreactors capital savings in replacing the cell culture unit opera- (Woodside et al. 1998) . These devices allow media tion are not offset or exceeded by the increases in replenishment without a loss of viable cells, supportpurification costs (Morrow 2002) . Therefore the ing higher cell densities and extended production stirred tank bioreactor is expected to remain the time. Perfusion is attractive because it enables a pilot biologics workhorse and most viable approach for GMP production of complex proteins in the foreseethe hydrodynamic shear effects on animal cells (Leist able future. et al. 1990 ). Problems associated with nutrient, pH Early initiatives with LS cell culture production and dissolved oxygen gradients due to poor mixing approached bioreactor design in much the same way can develop in systems with inadequate agitation. As as one would design a microbial fermentor. The we shall see in the discussion that follows, many of microbial design conventions and rules of thumb for the mixing problems experienced in LS cell culture agitation, vessel geometry and aeration were often result from an erroneous view of the sensitivity of applied, if for no other reason than the fact that there mammalian cell lines to mechanical agitation. were no established conventions for cell culture and Oxygen, a key nutrient for all aerobic organisms, there was no evidence that these methods would not requires constant replenishment for cell growth to work. Subsequent studies have demonstrated that continue. At first consideration, the oxygen transfer there are unique challenges presented by a LS cell requirement for LS cell culture would seem relatively culture process, which necessitate a different apeasy to accomplish because animal cell respiration proach to equipment design and scale up.
rates are substantially lower than that of microbial organisms. However, unlike microbial fermentations, animal cells cannot tolerate voluminous sparging in Agitation and aeration conjunction with mechanical gas dispersion to maximize aeration. The shear sensitivity of mammalian At large scale, the agitation and aeration characteriscells places practical constraints upon the mass transtics of the bioreactor are critical and clearly the most fer technologies that can be used. Oxygen transfer, difficult aspect of scale up. The LS cell culture issues then, becomes progressively more difficult as one can be differentiated into three categories for this scales up the process, as the mass transfer efficiency discussion:
of stirred tank bioreactors will generally degrade as 1. Factors that contribute to physical cell damage or scale is increased. Likewise, the ability to remove lysis.
carbon dioxide produced by cell respiration is also 2. Concentration gradients resulting from poor mixaffected, and problems associated with high CO 2 ing.
accumulation have been documented for LS cell 3. Problems associated with inadequate gas-liquid culture systems as well (Garnier et al. 1996; Kimura phase mass transfer. and Miller 1996; DeZengotita et al. 1998; Taticek et al. 1998 ). Of the factors that can lead to physical cell damage, the two principal mechanisms are agitation induced hydrodynamic shear and bubble damage caused by Mass transfer gas sparging. Animal cells, unlike microbial organisms, lack a protective cell wall and are therefore Mass transfer in stirred tank bioreactors can be acrelatively sensitive to disruptive physical forces in the complished via a gas permeable membrane, surface fluid. A culture's 'shear sensitivity' is influenced by aeration, and subsurface sparging. Aeration by means choice of cell line, presence of key nutrients, conof a permeable membrane has been demonstrated in centration of inhibitory cell metabolites and batch age bioreactors up to 150 liters (Lehmann et al. 1988 ; (cells are more susceptible to shear damage in lag and Vorlop et al. 1989 ) but has not proven scalable for stationary phases). Though the focus of this discuscommercial GMP applications. Surface aeration ocsion is on equipment design, it is recognized that the curs in all stirred tank bioreactors, and is often suffiproblem of shear damage in cell culture is multifacient alone for mass transfer in small-scale systems. ceted, requiring consideration of process methods and However, the contribution of surface aeration to the medium composition as well.
overall mass transfer requirements of the culture is Bioreactor mixing is always an issue at large scale, much less significant at large scale. The mass transfer as the time required to achieve bulk homogeneity is contribution from surface aeration diminishes rapidly generally longer as fluid volume is increased (Enfors as one scales up the process because there is an et al. 2001). For cell culture process, mixing is an approximate log-log relationship between production even greater concern because of the gentle agitation scale and the surface area available for mass transfer systems that are typically implemented to minimize in a bioreactor vessel (Figure 1 ). Even when used in conjunction with a surface agitator, surface aeration is surface of objects immersed in the fluid, creating a usually only practical at small scale. Therefore, the protective layer that mitigates the adverse effects of only viable method to meet the mass transfer requiresparge bubbles in serum-free medium. The use of ments of LS cell culture is through a subsurface Pluronic surfactants should be restrained, as they are introduction of sparge bubbles through the culture also known to create problems with foaming, downmedium.
stream processing and loss of mass transfer efficiency. One cannot adequately address the mass transfer Another problem associated with mass transfer in issues within LS cell culture without also considering LS cell culture is a progressive increase in the partial the damaging effects of sparge bubbles. Bubble efpressure of carbon dioxide (pCO ) as the batch pro-2 fects are widely regarded as the principle cause of cell gresses. A high concentration of dissolved carbon damage in mammalian cell culture using serum-free dioxide can have an inhibitory effect on cell growth medium. It is postulated that cells collect along the and will drive the culture pH more acetic because it gas-liquid interface of the sparge bubbles as they rise will increase the concentration of H CO . This prob-2 3 within the vessel, and then are exposed to damaging lem occurs when the rate of CO stripping is less than 2 effects when the bubble bursts at the liquid surface the rate of oxygen transfer. It has been noted in cell (Handa et al. 1987; Chalmers 1994) . Some studies culture systems that deliver oxygen by membrane have also suggested that cells are damaged when they diffusion or very small bubbles that dissolve before are captured by sparge bubbles and sequestered in the reaching the surface of the medium. As the only foam layer at the surface. Detrimental effects have remaining method of eliminating metabolically probeen noted at sparge rates as low as 0.05 VVM.
duced CO is through surface mass transfer Studies on the effects of sparge bubbles have demonLogean and Murhammer 1997) it is not surprising that strated a linear relationship between the specific gas larger bioreactors are more susceptible to this pheflow rate and the cell death rate (Jobses et al. 1990) .
nomenon. The degree of the cellular damage is dictated by Production bioreactors should be designed to bioreactor design and operation, as well as the cell achieve an oxygen transfer capacity that will at least line characteristics, media formulation, and nutritional match the oxygen uptake rate of the culture at the state of the cells. The conventional approach to adharvest cell density. The rate of oxygen transfer in a dressing bubble damage is to add 0.5 to 3 g / liter bioreactor is directly proportional to the system mass Pluronic F68, a non-ionic surfactant copolymer of transfer coefficient, k a, which is a function of L polyoxyethylene and polyoxypropylene. It coats the medium constituents, vessel geometry, gas distribution design, operating pressure and vessel agitation. It is normal to experience some loss in mass transfer efficiency when stirred tank bioreactors are scaled up. The k a for production-sized bioreactors can diminish L by as much as 1 / 2 that of similar pilot scale reactors. To compensate, mass transfer performance can be boosted through oxygen enrichment, increased sparge flow, and improved mixing. Oxygen enrichment will increase the mass transfer driving force (C*-C) by increasing the O concentration in the gas phase. The 2 oxygen transfer rate is directly proportional to the mass transfer driving force in accordance with the equation OTR5 k a (C*-C), where C is the oxygen L concentration of the gas phase and C* is the oxygen concentration that would be in equilibrium with the liquid phase. Sparge flow, typically scaled by Vessel Volumes per Minute (VVM), dictates the rate of oxygen delivery to the system and the number of bubbles available for aeration. An increase in the O 2 mass flow rate per unit volume will improve k a due to greater surface area available for mass transfer, though the degree of freedom in this area is limited by the aforementioned problems with bubble damage and foaming. The mass transfer efficiency of a culture can also be improved by better agitation. Fluid mixing will affect a remarkable improvement on k a because L a well-agitated vessel prevents bubble coalescing and maintains bubbles in suspension for a longer period of time. Both sparge flow and agitation parameters exhibit a linear relationship with k a, a relationship that L can be characterized for the specific operating and design configuration of each bioreactor. In most LS cell culture systems the disruptive energy released by bubble bursting is at least an order of magnitude greater than that of mixing induced hydrodynamic shear. This suggests a strategy of keeping the sparge rate at a minimum and focusing on oxygen enrichment and mixing improvements to achieve the necessary oxygen transfer rate. Early concerns about the fluid shear produced by agitation led to the predominant use of marine imeddies becomes significant as they approach the size pellers, as well as the development of a variety of of the cell (McQueen et al. 1987) . Detrimental effects 'low shear' pitched blade impellers in the 1980s.
have been shown to occur when the Kolmogorov eddy These mixers provide gentle bulk mixing without the length drops below 1 / 2-2 / 3 times the diameter of the vigorous fluid turbulence typical of microbial fermencellular unit (Croughan et al. 1989) . This is usually tors (Figure 2 ). Subsequent studies have indicated that not problematic for suspension cell culture, where shear stress in the bulk fluid is not as significant a there are free floating cells on the order of 10-20 mm. factor as it was once thought to be (Chisti 1993).
Anchorage-dependant cells, however, frequently reIndeed, it is the bubble entrapment resulting from quire 100-200 mm diameter microcarrier beads to high agitation rates and impeller placement (too close provide a growth substrate. These are much more to the surface) that often represents the greatest threat sensitive to the shear effects of microeddies due to to the culture (Kioukia et al. 1996) . Nevertheless, their large size (Croughan et al. 1987) . When scaling bubble damage can be mitigated by Pluronic F68 as up, it can be difficult to provide sufficient agitation to previously discussed, and so it is still prudent to use keep the microcarriers in suspension while maintainlow-shear mixing technology to avoid unnecessary ing the Kolmogorov size above the threshold that localized fluid turbulence. Mechanical mixing bestrips cells from the substrate, which may partially comes a process constraint where localized fluid shear explain the prevalence of suspension cell culture at is produced by eddies in the wake of impeller blades. large scale. The potential for cell damage resulting from localized Poor mixing is a common problem with LS cell fluid shear can be quantified by examining the smallculture, leading to undesirable concentration gradients est of the turbulent fluid eddies, commonly called and diminished mass transfer efficiency within the Kolmogorov eddies, which can be calculated for a bioreactor (Nienow et al. 1996) . In addition, conbioreactor vessel as a function of kinematic viscosity centration gradients can be exacerbated in high-denand local power per unit mass in accordance with the sity cultures by the formation of cell aggregates or 4 3 equation, l 5y /´, where l 5 Kolmogorov eddy agglomerates within the turbulent eddies of the fluid. size, y5 kinematic viscosity, and´5 localized power
In poorly mixed systems, these aggregates can bedissipated per unit mass.
come large enough to create segregated cellular The risk of cell damage resulting from these micro clumps that establish concentration gradients within the culture (Ozturk 1996) . The impact on the heterospecified with a generous safety factor with regard to geneity of the culture can adversely affect cellular capacity and turndown control. growth and productivity (Sen et al. 2001) .
The Oxygen Uptake Rate for a given cell line Mixing can be improved by (1) increasing the cultured at the desired harvest cell density can be used agitation speed, (2) increasing the diameter of the to establish the minimum required bioreactor k a, or L impeller, and (3) adding impellers to the system. oxygen transfer threshold, below which respiration Interestingly, some studies suggest that mixing time is becomes growth limiting (Figure 3 ). For each equipindependent of impeller type in systems with equivament design and operating configuration, this oxygen lent power input and tank geometry (baffled tank; 1:1 transfer threshold can be characterized as an exponenliquid aspect ratio) (Nienow 1997). In systems with tial function of sparge flow rate and mixing speed good fluid circulation patterns, the medium mixing is (Figure 4) . If we consider all of the design constraints related to the power per unit volume imparted by the discussed thus far, we can construct a process operagitation system, which is defined by the equation ating window within which agitation and aeration 3 5 P/ V5N N D r / V, where N 5 impeller power numparameters are sufficient to achieve the desired cell p i p ber, N5agitation speed, D 5impeller diameter, r5 density ( Figure 5 ). The specific boundaries of this i medium density and V5medium volume. As indiwindow ultimately must be determined experimentalcated by this equation, the mixing energy imparted to ly for each cell line and equipment configuration. As the medium is very sensitive to both agitation speed cell density increases, the area of the operating winand impeller diameter. However, the Kolmogorov dow diminishes until one or more of the process eddy size is also dictated by the power input, which constraints becomes growth limiting. The scale up defines a limitation where the hydrodynamic shear objective is to make this operating window as large as becomes damaging to the cells. The equation for possible, maximizing the degrees of freedom for each Kolmogorov eddy length can be employed in conprocess parameter. junction with the power equation to predict this limit for design purposes, using the cube of the impeller diameter as an estimate of volume for the calculation of localized power dissipated per unit mass (Nelson 1988) . Moreover, these formulas predict that the Kolmogorov eddy size in the medium is inversely proportional to fluid density, which exacerbates the problem approaching the end of the batch when both cell density and oxygen demand are at their highest level.
Scale up
Cell culture bioreactors are usually scaled up with similar vessel geometries to duplicate pilot scale mixing patterns, but beyond that there are no reliable scaling parameters that correlate well with production performance. For lack of a better method, aeration and agitation systems are often scaled by equivalent VVM and impeller tip speed, but these criteria are not reliable indicators that can be used to predict the performance characteristics and productivity of a LS cell culture system (Aunins and Henzler 1993). Processing parameters are ultimately chosen by empirical observations of the sparge rates and agitation speeds These constraints clearly have the greatest impact on the design of the agitator and gas distribution systems. Both of these critical systems have a significant impact on the mass transfer characteristics of the equipment.
Gas distribution design
Equipment gas distribution systems typically utilize thermal mass flow controllers to meter aeration to the bioreactor. Oxygen is frequently used to supplement air for a reduced sparge flow rate, thereby mitigating the problems associated with sparge bubbles. Bioreactor aeration systems may also include carbon dioxide gas for pH control, and nitrogen for dissolved oxygen probe calibration and control. These gases are combined in a 0.2 mm sterile filter, which provides a for several oxygen transfer thresholds (modeled data).
Gas spargers used in GMP equipment must be designed such that they are easily cleanable, steam When designing equipment for LS cell culture, one sterilizable, and free draining. In practice, it is difmust take into account all of the common scale up ficult to achieve ideal GMP construction in conjuncproblems previously discussed, as well as environtion with optimal mass transfer performance. The mental and nutritional requirements of the cells.
designs in common use are the point sparger, ring sparger, and frit sparger. Each represents a compromise in the performance or operability of the system. The sparger selection for a given application should be one that will provide the best GMP operation and meet the minimum mass transfer requirements at the same time. Ideally, spargers should be designed to disperse bubbles sufficiently to avoid coalescence into larger bubbles as they rise within the vessel. The pressure drop across the sparger should be sufficient to ensure uniform flow distribution, but not so great as to create a turbulent jet that could potentially damage cells. At least one study has suggested that an excessive pressure drop across the sparger can affect cell growth (Murhammer and Goochee 1990). A good rule of thumb is to size the sparger such that the pressure drop is 0.5-2.5 psi throughout the anticipated operating range. Point spargers are the simplest of designs, providing a single bullet-shaped nozzle through which gas is introduced to the vessel. The simplicity of this design makes it preferable from a GMP perspective because it is the easiest to clean and sterilize. The orifice on the tip of the point sparger is designed to of bubbles is provided throughout the entire opera-tional gas flow range. The principle disadvantage of damaging to cells, cultures with micro-sparging syspoint spargers is that there is little control of bubble tems are more susceptible to bubble damage at low size, and large bubbles provide relatively little bubble flow rates. In high density CHO and BHK cultures, surface area for mass transfer. bubble damage has been documented at sparge rates Ring spargers are often employed to increase the above 0.054 VVM using a 0.15 mm sparger, and surface area available for mass transfer by creating above 0.025 VVM using a 0.5 mm sparger (Qi et al. multiple smaller bubbles. The air nozzles on this 2001). sparger are drilled on the bottom of a tubular ring such
The frit porosity is chosen to optimize the balance that it can freely drain to meet GMP requirements.
between oxygen transfer and CO stripping within the 2 Therefore, ring spargers need to be inserted in a medium. If the bubbles are too small, they will specific orientation and should be indexed to the dissolve before reaching the surface -effectively vessel nozzle. If used in conjunction with a bottomremoving the CO stripping capability of the sparge.
2 mounted agitator, ring spargers are usually designed If the bubbles are too large, the sparge rate will need in the shape of a shepherd's crook instead of a full to be increased to compensate for the loss of mass ring, to allow for installation clearance relative to the transfer area. An experimental study of high density agitator shaft. In practical comparison with the point CHO culture at 500 L scale has suggested an optimum sparge design, ring spargers often do not provide a pure oxygen bubble size of approximately 2-3 mm significant enough improvement in the mass transfer diameter, which is sufficiently large to affect CO 2 performance to justify the added expense and cleaning stripping while minimizing the total sparge rate (Gray difficulties introduced. et al. 1996) . Larger bubbles may be necessary to Frit spargers utilize a porous tube to create produce the same effect in LS cell culture systems. thousands of very small bubbles within the bioreactor Manufacturers generally recommend frit porosities of vessel. The miniature bubbles produced by a frit are 2-5 mm. The length of the frit element is then sized to ideal for mass transfer because they provide ample create a reasonable pressure drop across the sparger. gas-liquid surface area and allow additional contact
The principle problem with frit-type spargers is the time for gasses to reach equilibrium ( Figure 6 ). The difficulty cleaning the porous element. In non-GMP frit itself, usually constructed of sintered stainless applications they are typically cleaned by a caustic steel or porous Teflon, can be sized to create a soak followed by thermal oxidation of any organic uniform curtain of bubbles with a fairly narrow size residuals in a dry heat oven. However, it is extremely distribution. Bubble size if further affected by sparge difficult if not impossible to validate that all process rate and Pluronic F68 concentration. As smaller bubresiduals imbedded in the frit have been removed. bles tend to create higher shear gradients that are Therefore the frit elements used in GMP cell culture are generally considered disposable. Replacement chanical seals -is critical to the success of LS cell sparge elements are either attached via an aseptic culture. Magnetic coupling systems are available as a connection or rewelded to the sparge insert tube. replacement for mechanical seals, but have not gained Over-foaming can become problematic if the surwidespread acceptance for LS manufacturing (perfactant level and sparge rates are too high, especially haps because of torque limitations and perceived when the bubble size is very small (as produced by a cleaning and maintenance difficulties). A good referfrit-type sparger). The surface foam layer threatens ence for GMP agitation design in this application is the cell culture process when it is high enough to the ASME BPE standard (American Society of Meentrain foam in the gas exhaust line and foul the vent chanical Engineers 2002) section DS-4.8, which illusfilter. Several devices have been developed for foam trates specific preferred and recommended design separation from the bioreactor off-gas stream, but practices to ensure the sterility and cleanability of their application is costly and not recommended for bioprocessing equipment. Both top and bottom long-term aseptic applications such as GMP cell mounted drives have been used for cell culture, culture. A variety of antifoam and defoaming agents though large systems frequently do not have the are commercially available to address the foam layer, ceiling clearance required for maintenance and rebut these chemicals can degrade mass transfer permoval of top-mounted agitators. Impeller installation formance and create difficulties in downstream proand removal also presents a problem at large scale, as cessing. If possible, its best to avoid conditions that cell culture impellers are frequently too large to fit are conducive to excessive foam build up in the first through a standard vessel manway. This may require place.
the installation of an oversized manway or full opening head, as well as the overhead lifting mechanisms required for handling.
Agitator design
The agitator positioning in stirred tank vessels may be specified with either angular off-center positioning Cell culture impellers are typically sized at 1 / 3 to 1 / 2 or centerline orientation. Angular off-center drives are of the vessel diameter. If space allows, additional installed with an agitator shaft angle that is positioned impellers can be added to improve mixing. Since the approximately 15 degrees off the vertical centerline of Kolmogorov eddies occur in the local turbulent zone the vessel so as to collapse the fluid vortex on the adjacent to each impeller, the addition of a second or surface. Used in conjunction with axial flow impelthird impeller is an effective strategy to improve lers, these drive orientations are commonly employed mixing without significantly contributing to the probin pilot scale cell culture bioreactors because they can lem of hydrodynamic shear from micro eddies. It is be implemented in an unbaffled tank -thereby removbest to use axial flow impellers with good pumping ing the need for baffles that complicate the cleaning of characteristics, such as marine, hydrofoil or low shear the vessel and are perceived as a contributor to pitched blade designs, to provide good vertical mixhydrodynamic shear stress on the cells. Angular offing. Axial flow impellers improve mass transfer efcenter agitators have been used in LS cell culture ficiency by increasing the average residence time of systems as well, but require a structurally robust the bubbles. These impellers should be spaced at least design because the unbalanced fluid forces in the one impeller diameter from each other and from the bioreactor can become severe when the power desurface of the medium. If an impeller operates too livered by the agitator exceeds 3 HP (Perry and Green close to the liquid surface, it can create a vortex that 1997). entrains air bubbles from the headspace, mimicking Centerline agitators create relatively balanced fluid the damaging effects of the sparge bubbles (Kunas forces in comparison with angular systems, but reand Papoutsakis 1990).
quire the addition of 2-4 baffles to ensure uniform Agitation systems present some unique operational mixing. Vessel baffles, vertical metal strips that are challenges in LS cell culture applications. These equally spaced in radial positions along the tank wall, systems are required to maintain a long-term aseptic are typically designed with a width 1 / 10 to 1 / 12 of environment, and the financial loss associated with a the tank diameter and extend the full tangent height of contamination at this stage is substantial. Therefore, the vessel. In GMP applications, they should be seal the sanitary design detail of the agitator internalswelded to the tank wall and constructed so as to avoid including impeller construction, couplings and mesharp edges, corners, cracks and crevices. Despite the undesirable baffle requirement, there are several facThe principles of GMP vessel design do not change tors that favor the implementation of centerline drives upon scale up, but the consequences of poor aseptic in large scale systems. As centerline agitators create a construction do become economically more signifibalanced mixing pattern throughout, it is less likely cant. Vessel internals are typically constructed of 316 that sequestered regions with poor mixing will de-L stainless steel with 15-20 m in Ra electropolished velop within the bioreactor vessel. The mechanical finish and free-draining surfaces free of pits, cracks forces acting upon a centerline drive are better baland crevices that are difficult to clean and sterilize. In anced as well, supporting an expectation that the contrast with small and pilot scale bioreactor systems, maintenance frequency of bearings and mechanical LS cell culture vessels are typically 100% cleaned in seals would be less frequent than that which would be place because most components are too large and required for angular systems. In addition, the maintedifficult to access for out of place cleaning. Reliability nance handling of centerline-mounted agitators is is a key economic requirement at this scale, and the easier relative to an angled drive because the weight need for consistent and effective aseptic operation of the components, which can become quite heavy at frequently drives a decision to invest in full automathis scale, is better balanced for lifting.
tion of CIP and SIP operations. Particular attention should be given to the design of subsurface vessel penetrations and internal objects that may be Vessel design: CIP and SIP shadowed during CIP. The ASME BPE standard, section SD 4.7, provides a good guideline for the The chosen agitation and gas distribution approach design of vessel internals and nozzles in this service. will ultimately impact bioreactor vessel design, conVessel cleaning at large scale typically requires trol and operation. For example, in the early 1990s it multiple CIP spray devices to ensure complete coverwas commonly believed that very gentle agitation in age of all internals. The need for complete and reconjunction with a hemispherical bottom head on the producible CIP coverage favors static sprayballs that vessel was necessary to keep cells in suspension while are custom-drilled to direct cleaning chemicals to avoiding shear damage. Further experience revealed nozzles and other areas that would not normally that animal cells are more resistant to hydrodynamic encounter the falling film of CIP fluid as it drains from shear than initially believed, particularly in the case of the vessel. As these sprayballs can appear superficialhybridomas, and can usually tolerate more thorough ly similar to each other and are usually removed mixing (Varley and Birch 1999). Consequently, conduring intermediate processing, they should be matchtemporary cell culture vessels are typically designed marked to the specific vessel nozzle they are mated to. with less costly ASME Flanged and Dished heads.
A radial index to the nozzle also needs to be provided Bioreactor vessel design should take into account to ensure that the specific orientation of the spray processing and recovery requirements as well. If the device is duplicated for every CIP operation (Figure production method will be fed batch, the system needs 7). to be designed to allow adequate mixing and temperaVessel sterilization presents other unique problems ture control at the starting volume, as well as a means at large scale. As many of the constituents of serumfor the sterile addition of media during the batch. free cell culture media are heat labile, the customary Minimum volume processing can be facilitated by approach to sterilization in place is to inject clean low impeller placement and the implementation of a steam directly into an empty bioreactor vessel. Folbottom jacket on the vessel, something that is not lowing equipment SIP, the culture medium is then always practical on smaller systems. Cell culture transferred into the vessel via sterile filtration. The vessels are typically designed for a 1:1 to 2:1 aspect clean steam condensate produced by SIP is drained ratio, but higher aspect ratios are sometimes emthrough the vessel bottom drain valve and diverted to ployed to allow for control of a smaller starting a steam trap or flow orifice to regulate condensate volume. Upon recovery, the vessel bottom drain is flow. In large systems, the condensate flow rate usually used to harvest the cells. If tangential flow through the bottom drain can be substantial, and the filtration will be used in conjunction with the biodownstream piping and steam trap must be sized reactor vessel for the recovery operation, a second correctly to prevent condensate from backing up into large steam sterilizable port may be required for the bioreactor vessel during SIP. Following the sterilimedium recirculation.
zation dwell period, vessel cooling can produce addi-tional difficulties. The specific volume of saturated during sterilization, and then drained prior to the steam at sterilization temperature is nearly 800 times media transfer. The WFI acts as a heat sink to slow the larger than that of an equivalent mass of steam rate of cooling until enough air can be reintroduced to condensate. Therefore, a large vessel filled with 100% the vessel through the gas distribution system to saturated steam will loose positive pressurization pressurize the vessel. The disadvantage to this aprapidly as steam collapses upon cooling. For GMP proach is that it extends the sterilization time and operation, it is important that the vessel stay preswastes a substantial amount of WFI, requiring enough surized after sterilization. Consequently, the SIP opewater volume to ensure that it can be adequately ration needs to be controlled such that a vacuum is not heated and mixed during SIP. produced within the vessel during cool-down. This can be accomplished in two ways: (1) by restricting the rate of cooling and (2) by allowing for the rapid Instrumentation and control introduction of sterile air back into the vessel after sterilization. The bioreactor gas distribution system, The economics of large scale production can often normally designed for a maximum flow capacity in justify instrumentation and control redundancy that is the neighborhood of 0.10 VVM, is usually insufficient not feasible for smaller systems. As an example, to replace the volume of collapsing steam during redundant pH and dissolved oxygen sensors are frecooling. To address this limitation, the bioreactor can quently implemented at large scale. These probes can be designed with a bypass around the mass flow be easily damaged and have been known to drift after controllers to route sterile compressed air directly to sterilization and long-term use. It creates a serious the vessel during SIP cool down. This strategy, in problem when one of these critical sensors fail in the combination with a controlled rate of cooling until the middle of a run that can last several weeks. In situ vessel temperature drops below 100 8C, is an effective sterilizable probe housings are available that will way to maintain positive pressure in the vessel. Alterallow one to replace the probe during a run, but with a nately, the vessel can be partially filled with WFI single probe it is still difficult to detect a process signal error in time to prevent an erroneous response follows: DO 5DO (P / P ), where pressure (P) is 2 1 2 1 from the control system. For this reason it is advisable equal to the sum of the atmospheric pressure, headto consider backup probes and transmitters for disspace pressure, and hydrostatic pressure for the probe solved oxygen and pH data acquisition. This redunposition in each vessel (R. Garrahy, unpublished dancy can be coupled with a discrepancy alarm that presentation by Broadley-James Corporation, RAFTwill alert the operator in time to determine which IV Conference on Recent Advances in Fermentation sensor is failing and switch control if necessary to use Technology). This equation can be employed to prethe accurate signal. Redundant probes also provide an dict the minimum operating DO level for operation in opportunity to easily gauge the effectiveness of mixa larger vessel, or to calculate a virtual DO reading for ing by noting signal divergence after a tracer chemical any measurement position in a bioreactor vessel. is added, particularly if the probes are placed so as to As many LS cell cultures are particularly suscepmeasure opposite ends of the medium.
tible to deleterious effects of high carbon dioxide When translating biologics production to large concentrations, the subject of dissolved carbon dioxscale, the effect of hydrostatic pressure on polaroide (dCO ) measurement and control merits further 2 graphic dissolved oxygen (DO) sensors is frequently discussion. YSI, Inc. offers a model YSI 8500 instruoverlooked. The unit of measure for DO, percent ment that is capable of providing reliable in situ dCO 2 saturation, indicates the ratio of oxygen to other measurement in a bioreactor environment (Figure 8 ). gasses in the medium. This reading is a relative This instrument utilizes an in situ fiber optic chemical measure of oxygen saturation at the pressure consensor and expresses dissolved carbon dioxide levels ditions of the DO sensor, not an absolute measure of in units of % gas-phase concentration. An online oxygen partial pressure and activity. An absolute dCO signal can be used to implement closed loop 2 measurement would need to take into account the control of dissolved carbon dioxide via N sparging.
2 cumulative effects of the vessel head pressure and When used in conjunction with closed loop control of medium hydrostatic pressure on the reading. As vesdissolved oxygen via O and pH control via CO 2 2 sel overpressure sensors are typically mounted in the sparging, this strategy can be employed to achieve all vessel head space, the added hydrostatic pressure of the mass transfer requirements of the process while contributed by the higher liquid level in LS cell minimizing the overall sparge rate (Pattison et al. culture is easy to miss. In practice, a pressure increase 2000) (thereby mitigating the cellular damage reof 1 atmosphere (or 10 m of liquid height) will sulting from sparge bubbles). increase the DO signal by 100%, so each 0.3 m of In general, a wider variety of technologies for onliquid height will effectively increase the DO reading line measurement of culture nutritional environment by 2.94%. When scaling up a bioreactor the equivalent and cell growth become economically feasible at large DO reading for a larger vessel can be calculated as scale. The use of automated chemistry analyzers for Figure 8 . YSI 8500 dissolved carbon dioxide measurement (-) in comparison with measurements from a blood gas analyzer (*) during fermentation of W3100 E. Coli in Super Broth with glucose (Spokane et al. 1999 ) (from YSI, Inc. with permission).
media monitoring and in situ optical density probes packaged on a single skid, LS cell culture equipment for cell density measurements is gaining wider indusis likely to require at least partial assembly on site. try acceptance. Several emerging technologies, such Process assemblies can be prefabricated and mounted as radio frequency impedance measurements of viable in one or more piping modules, but connections to the cell concentration, also show promise. Our purpose is vessel often require a field fit. In addition, the large not to evaluate these methods in detail, but to point size of the bioreactor vessel dictates a tighter integraout that the value of additional in situ monitoring is tion with the facility. They frequently require high proportionally greater at large scale. By closely monibay clearance, mezzanine or platform access, and toring the cell physiology and growth rates, one can special hoist apparatus for maintenance. Overall, the optimize resource utilization, minimize transfer times implementation of equipment at this scale is complibetween scales and maintain the cell population in cated and requires detailed project execution planexponential growth (Schoengerr et al. 2000) . The ning. implementation cost of these systems is essentially scale independent, while the benefits, in terms of nutritional control improvements and harvest timing, Conclusion are appreciable at large scale. Therefore process scale up should include a reevaluation of the process instruMammalian cell culture offers the best method for mentation scope and its design implications for biolarge-scale production of complex proteins with correactor probe ports and controls.
rect folding and posttranslational modifications. While the cell culture unit operation is essentially identical to that of industrial fermentation with microbial orEquipment implementation ganisms, there are some distinct differences with regard to processing and economics that advise the The high cost of clean room space in biopharmaceutiapproach to bioreactor scale up and design. Likewise cal production facilities has led to some interesting there are unique process risks and constraints to innovations that allow for all or part of the bioreactor consider when designing for large scale, as opposed systems to be segregated in an unclassified space. At lab and pilot scale cell culture. Successful LS cell large scale, the financial driver for such segregations culture involves a thorough understanding of the cell is significant. As the aseptic requirements of a cell line growth characteristics, a bioreactor design apculture process require a closed system, the principle proach that recognizes and mitigates process conreason for clean room access is to facilitate manual straints, and a pragmatic evaluation of the equipment operations. To the extent that these operations can be investment in the light of process economics. automated, an opportunity exists to consider locating much of the equipment outside of the classified space. Systems that do not require clean room access can be mounted on a separate skid, to interface via a piping References panel with the rest of the equipment in classified
